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1 Editorial

With the rapid development of mobile devices, more and more
individuals and enterprisesmove their applications intoApps and
enjoy high motility services. Today we observe that Mobile
Computing applications span multiple fields, such as financial
payment, intelligent transportation networks, data analytics, and
social networks. However, the use of mobile computing, along
with this extension application, still faces challenges due to lim-
itations, such as Requirements Analysis, Software Design,
Software Testing and Verification, Software Maintain, and The
Optimization Problem. All these issues have related the
Principles and Practice of Software Engineering. This special
issue features six selected papers with high quality.

The first article titled Dynamical Service Deployment and
Replacement in Resource-Constrained Edges highlights the
service deployment and replacement mechanism in MEC en-
vironment. It proposes resource-constrained service manage-
ment algorithms from two perspectives. First, they design and
implement a prototype of the service provisioning system that
simulates the behaviors between users and servers. Second,
they also propose an approach to deploy services on edge
servers before the launching of these servers, and to replace
services on edge servers dynamically.

The second article titled A Novel Approach to Scheduling
Workflows Upon Cloud Resources with Fluctuating
Performance considers that scientific computing processes to
be supported by decentralized cloud infrastructures with fluc-
tuating QoS and aim at managing the monetary cost of

workflows with the completion-time constraint to be satisfied.
They address the performance-variation-aware workflows
scheduling problem by leveraging a time-series-based predic-
tion model and a Critical-Path-Duration-Estimation-based
(CPDE for short) VM Selection strategy.

The third article titled Long-term and Multi-step Ahead
Call Traffic Forecasting with Temporal Features Mining pro-
poses a holistic solution for forecasting long-term multi-step
ahead call traffic. They give a categorized way for temporal
features by studying the call traffic data. After data prepro-
cessing, they develop an extraction method for temporal fea-
ture extraction for training the forecasting model. After that,
two forecasting strategies based on taking different types of
features as input are proposed.

The fourth paper titled Joint Optimization of Resource
Utilization and Load Balance with Privacy Preservation for
Edge Services in 5G Networks considers the mobile devices
have limitations on the battery capacity, physical size, etc. an
optimization problem is defined to improve the resource uti-
lization and load balance for all the ENs while protecting the
privacy information and satisfying the time requirement.
Then, a balanced service offloading method, abbreviated
BSOM, is proposed.

The fifth paper titled Active Defense byMimic Association
Transmission in Edge Computing considers the transmission
reliability and defensive revenue reduction caused by dynamic
network transformation. A real-time multi-feature anomaly
detection algorithm based on Non-extensive entropy and
Renyi cross entropy is proposed, and a Hidden Markov based
state prediction model and a mimic transformation strategy for
The Network Topology Mimic Association Graph based on
predicted states is proposed. Combining these two ways im-
proves the data transmission service quality of the active de-
fense technology in edge computing networks.

The sixth paper titled Deep Learning Models for Real-time
Human Activity Recognition with Smartphones considers the
task of recognizing human activity using a smartphone’s built-
in accelerometer. The Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
algorithm and deep learning methods are combined to reduce
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the costs of energy consumption and hardware facilities, im-
proving the calculation speed and recognition accuracy.
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